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Abstract: Mobile agent technology has become a new paradigm for distributed real-time systems because of their inherent advantages. In any distributed system, along with other issues, survivability and fault tolerance are vital issues for deploying mobile-agent systems. E-business becoming a prominent domain for deploying agent technology, it also faces reliability problems due to the failure of agent platform and communication link etc. The reliability is a factor that may affect the performance, availability, and strategy of mobile agent systems. Agent technology is a field of considerable active research. Various classes of agents (e.g. intelligent agents, software agents) have emerged so far. Software agents are useful for distributed systems & electronic commerce. However to fully deploy software agents in practice, a number of challenging issues especially security, fault tolerance and privacy need to be addressed. The scope of this discussion is limited to mobile agents in a multi agent environment for Electronic Business applications. Electronic commerce is one of the most important application areas of mobile agent technology. A secure mobile agent system (SMAS) model is established for e-commerce environment. E-Commerce and M-Commerce can help a company or enterprise to extend its market place to unlimited region.
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1. Introduction

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents. Multi-agent systems can be used to solve problems which are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or monolithic system to solve. Agent systems are open and extensible systems that allow for the deployment of autonomous and proactive software components. Multi-agent systems have been brought up and used in several application domains.

Fault-tolerant computing is the art and science of building computing systems that continue to operate satisfactorily in the presence of faults. A fault-tolerant system may be able to tolerate one or more fault-types including -- i) transient, intermittent or permanent hardware faults, ii) software and hardware design errors, iii) operator errors, or iv) externally induced upsets or physical damage. An extensive methodology has been developed in this field over the past thirty years, and a number of fault-tolerant machines have been developed -- most dealing with random hardware faults, while a smaller number deal with software, design and operator faults to varying degrees. A large amount of supporting research has been reported.

A mobile agent is defined as a class of agent with the ability during execution to migrate from one host to another where it can resume its execution and while this may assist in network traffic reduction and in overcoming latencies in the network, the ability of the agent to move around does however introduce significant security concerns." Mobile agents are no longer a theoretical issue since different architecture for their realisation have been proposed. The goal of mobile agent system is to provide a distributed computing infrastructure supporting applications whose components can move between different execution environments. Electronic Commerce can help a company or enterprise to extend its market place to unlimited region. But security is the primary concern for the E-Commerce application in mobile agent computing. The problem of security data section in a Mobile Agent from discovery & exploitation by a malicious host is a different task. Mobile agent systems provide a greater flexibility and customizability to distributed applications like Electronic Business & information retrieval in the current scenario. With the increasing market of Electronic Commerce it becomes an interesting aspect to use autonomous Mobile Agents for Electronic Business transactions.

1.1 Mobile Agent System Model:

The Object Management Group defines a software agent as "a computer program that acts autonomously on behalf of a person or organization". The following properties characterize agents:

- Pro-active (support of the user's work)
- Adaptive (learning the user's preferences or the ability to work on different platforms)
- Autonomous (limited communication with its creator)
- Intelligent (making 'intelligent' decisions)
- Mobile (can actively migrate in networks to different systems and move directly to the local resources, like databases or application servers)
Mobile agents are programs that can migrate from host to host in a network, at times and to places of their own choosing. The state of the running program is saved, transported to the new host, and restored, allowing the program to continue where it left off.

Mobile-agents are capable of continued, autonomous operation disconnected from the owner and they migrate to other hosts during their lifetime to perform their task. The use of mobile-agents saves bandwidth and permits off-line and autonomous execution in comparison to usual distributed systems based on message passing as shown in Figure 1 below. Essentially, a mobile-agent consists of code, data and state information needed to carry some computation [1].

1.2 Mobile Agent Fault Tolerance

Mobile agents react dynamically and autonomously to the changes in their environment, which makes them robust, and fault tolerant. They have the ability to distribute themselves in the network in such a way as to maintain the optimal configuration for solving the particular problem. If a host is being shut down, all agents executing on that machine will be warned and given time to dispatch themselves and continue their operation on another host in the network [3]. Some important terminologies related to fault tolerance are as follows [4]:

- Fault
- Fault Models
- Error
- Failure
- Crash failure
- Omission failure
- Transient failure
- Byzantine failure
- Software failure
- Temporal failure

1.3 Mobile Agent Fault Tolerance in the Field of E-Commerce

In a scenario where a mobile agent is equipped with electronic commerce capabilities it necessary to guarantee that an agent does not get lost or duplicated during its itinerary. Thus, the main objective for the design of our architecture was to achieve a reliable, fault tolerant and secure agent Transfer which guarantees the exactly-once semantic (only-once-type-2-semantic).

E-Commerce can help a company or enterprise to extend its market place to unlimited region. At the same time, to let companies and enterprises can have transactions through Internet; more new techniques are developed for Internet and WWW applications. Agent technique is one of the important technologies developed to support the Internet applications [5].

The Architecture for e-marketplace: -The architecture for E-commerce interface is divided into three layers:

- Mobile Agent Platform
- Interface
- E-Commerce Platform

2. Role of Mobile Agent in Electronic Commerce Environment [2]

Mobile agents are well suited for electronic commerce. A commercial transaction may require real-time access to remote resources such as stock quotes and perhaps even agent-to-agent negotiation. Different agents will have different goals, and will implement and exercise different strategies to accomplish these goals. We envision agents that embody the intentions of their creators, and act and negotiate on their behalf. Mobile agent technology is a very appealing solution to this kind of problem. An electronic commerce transaction may be viewed in terms of four different phases [1]:

- Product brokering,
- Merchant brokering,
- Negotiation
- Payment and delivery

Product brokering consists in the gathering of information about the product that is going to be bought. Merchant brokering involves the evaluation of a set of alternatives in order to make the purchase. Making the decision implies considering all the tradeoffs that the various products offer: price, warranties, delivery time, and others. During the negotiation phase the agent settles the final terms of the commercial transaction. The characteristics of the market directly influence the outline of this phase. In markets where prices and characteristics are fixed, negotiation may not even exist. Finally, in the purchase and delivery phase of the transaction, the agent actually makes the acquisition and delivers the money (or its electronic equivalent) against the goods [6].

2.1 Fault Tolerance Thread Challenges

With e-commerce growing at a very high rate the need for mobile agents is also increasing. It has been proposed to use mobile agent technology to provide some of the services of e-commerce. Agents are sent out into the Internet by an interested user and gather the required information. If necessary they can collaborate with other agents, engaging in
information sharing, exchanging or buying. Schemes are revised to create marketplaces where agents can deal and even take part in auctions. For this purpose an agent is equipped with the mechanisms to deliver payment for purchased goods or services on behalf of its authority [7]. The following failure can be occur in this process:

A mobile agent crashes when its current local agent server halts execution, thus terminating all active mobile agents. Such an event is encountered when the host running the agent server platform crashes or a fault is encountered in the agent server process.

- No stable storage mechanism is provided at visited agent servers for the recovery of executing agents.
- Reliable communication links are assumed.
- All agent servers are correct and trustworthy.
- The home agent server is always available.
- At least once failure semantics are assumed, i.e. the agent performs its task at least once. If an agent server crashes the task is repeated at available agent servers. This assumption is applicable to application where mobile agents only consume information at agent servers.
- A mobile agent ignores crashed agent servers.
- A mobile agent consumes information at agent servers. The state of agent servers is not modified.

### 2.2 Problem and Solution Proposed

Based on above construction of mobile agent system, a paper brings forth the mobile agent-based e-commerce system framework. Its model is shown in figure 3.

![Figure 3: Mobile agent based E-Commerce system framework](image)

In this system, agent service center provides catalog service, registers mobile agent’s basic information, maintains agent’s lifecycle, cancels illegal agent in time and provides agent query service. In order to enforce system security, especially for mobile agent protection, agent service center also maintains a table which records the history of host visitation, it gets task accomplish information of agent in visitation from its log files, calculates the host’s credit degree, puts the result in the history table and re-calculates it so that mobile agent could optimizes routing strategy. Service center need to provide host service query function in order to help agent affirm the servers on which its task could be accomplished, and choose the best route. Following is the workflow of system:

1. User submits a request through user interface.
2. Agent Server analysis the request and creates static agent or mobile agent according to the request of task, then registers the agent’s information in agent service center.
3. Static agent visits local resource under security control of agent server, completes user’s request and returns the result to user. In the meantime, it registers agent’s logout information on agent service center.
4. Mobile agent registers its information on agent service center, queries for host service table, returns agent server, works out migration route or plan according to routing strategy.
5. Mobile agent queries the history table of host visiting on agent service center, gets credit degree of host on the route, returns the optimized migration route of agent server.
6. Mobile agent sends out migration request to server, agent server makes agent hung up, encrypted, packed and sends it to destination host.
7. Destination host accepts agent, authenticates each other.
8. Destination host carries out security strategy according to authentication result, assigns limited execution environment for agent, and generates monitor agent to monitor the execution information of mobile agent.
9. Mobile agent carries out different security strategy according to authentication result, executes task under assigned resource. If necessary, it could make alliance with other agents and accomplish the task collaboratively.
10. Agent goes through hosts in routing table and completes its task, collects the results, returns it to user and submits log files to agent service center, registers logout information.

### 2.3 Multi-Version Software Fault Tolerance Techniques [4]:

Multi-version fault tolerance is based on the use of two or more versions (or “variants”) of a piece of software, executed either in sequence or in parallel. The versions are used as alternatives (with a separate means of error detection), in pairs (to implement detection by replication checks) or in larger groups (to enable masking through voting).

**Recovery Blocks:** The Recovery Blocks technique combines the basics of the checkpoint and restart approach with multiple versions of a software component such that a different version is tried after an error is detected (Figure 3). Checkpoints are created before a version executes. Checkpoints are needed to recover the state after a version fails to provide a valid operational starting point for the next version if an error is detected.
N-Version Programming

N-Version programming is a multi-version technique in which all the versions are designed to satisfy the same basic requirements and the decision of output correctness is based on the comparison of all the outputs (Figure 4). The use of a generic decision algorithm (usually a voter) to select the correct output is the fundamental difference of this approach from the Recovery Blocks approach, which requires an application dependent acceptance test.

N Self-Checking Programming

N Self-Checking programming is the use of multiple software versions combined with structural variations of the Recovery Blocks and N-Version Programming. N Self-Checking programming using acceptance tests is shown on Figure 5. Here the versions and the acceptance tests are developed independently from common requirements. This use of separate acceptance tests for each version is the main difference of this N Self-Checking model from the Recovery Blocks approach.

Consensus Recovery Blocks

The Consensus Recovery Blocks (Figure 7) approach combines N-Version Programming and Recovery Blocks to improve the reliability over that achievable by using just one of the approaches. The acceptance tests in the Recovery Blocks suffer from lack of guidelines for their development and a general proneness to design faults due to the inherent difficulty in creating effective tests. The use of voters as in N-Version Programming may not be appropriate in all situations, especially when multiple correct outputs are possible. In that case a voter, for example, would declare a failure in selecting an appropriate output. Consensus Recovery Blocks uses a decision algorithm similar to N-Version Programming as a first layer of decision. If this first layer declares a failure, a second layer using acceptance tests similar to those used in the Recovery Blocks approach is invoked.

Fault Tolerance Approach for enterprise applications [8]

Three classes of failures are identified in the literature:

- Behavioural and business logic failures,
- Operational failures
- Quality of service failures
It focuses on behavioural and quality of service failures. It introduces a model-based approach to failure management for Rich Service-based SOAS as follows. First they give a failure model, including the notion of a failure hypothesis. Then they introduce their approach to defining Detectors that identify occurrence of failures at run time. Finally, they introduce strategy-based Mitigators that provide recovery mechanisms after a failure is detected. As a consequence, we obtain the following benefits:

1) We can base the identification of a failure on the system model,
2) The logic to detect an error is separated from the logic to recover from it,
3) We can reuse the mitigation strategies in different contexts.

Here they consider mainly two types of failures: failures where a service does not complete its task, or where an error causes an unexpected message flow. Our approach can deal with both types of failures. We can detect unexpected message flow by comparing the messages exchanged with the sequences defined in the MSCs. Furthermore, our model allows the specification of deadlines between events enabling the detection of failures where messages are not sent. This capability is important in the web service domain to address the requirements of SLA. Deadline assertions can be leveraged to encode SLA, and detect possible violations.

In Mobile Agent-based Applications, a Survey

Al-Jaljouli et al [11] have implemented mobile agent in e-commerce to search and to filter information of interest from electronic markets. They describe also robust security techniques that ensure a sound security of information gathered throughout agent’s itinerary against various security attacks, as well as truncation attacks. The figure 6 describes the sequence of processes carried out during the agent’s lifetime. The authors utilize two co-operating agents where the initial verification terms are securely stored within a secondary agent (SA) that resides at the initiator and cooperates with a major agent (MA) that traverses the Internet.

Nipur et al. [12] propose a fault tolerant comparison internet shopping system Best Deal. The author has conducted the simulation by launching nine shopping mobile agents where each has to visit five supplier sites to get the best deal for different products. Performance is measured in terms of execution steps as well as execution time of the simulation. The mobile agent survives even if failure rate is more than 80% however for higher failure rate performance degraded significantly.

Li et al. [13] have studied mobile agent oriented M-commerce platform. The design and implementation of a mobile agent platform for M-commerce applications is discussed in this paper. According to the authors, the advantage of adopting mobile agents for M-commerce is to scale up to large, dynamic world market places distributed over the Internet and to ease the access and participation of mobile users.

![Figure 6: System architecture [11]](image)

3. Drawbacks of Solution Proposed

Most of the software fault tolerance techniques have some advantages and also have some disadvantages.

Scientist “Goutam Kumar Saha” [9] inherits an overhead (of the order of three) of fault tolerance in both time and space. In order to tolerate potential transient faults, they cannot avoid such time and space redundancy. Though a self-stabilizing distributed algorithmic fault tolerance is useful for bringing a system to a legal configuration in a finite number of steps from an arbitrary illegal system configuration caused by message corruption or sensor malfunction, it suffers from high time redundancy. Other fault tolerant schemes like, Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance in [18], Assertions in [19] etc., suffers from the lack of generality and wide applicability. Other costly schemes like, NVersion Programming (NVP) in [10], Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) relies upon multiple versions of software and hardware. However, the proposed scheme is a low-cost solution because this relies on only one version of agent software, which is enhanced with the protective software fix. This approach does not lack in generality and applicability. This is intended to complement the intrinsic EDM in agent server systems towards tolerating random bit-errors. In other words, the proposed work is based on an enhanced single version-programming (ESVP) scheme using the extra protective code. The proposed technique needs three replicas or images of the agent code. It is assumed that an agent platform will allow its replication or reception. It does not need multiple independently developed versions of the agent-code. Rather it uses only an enhanced single – version (ESV) agent-code. It tolerates (detect & recover) one byte -fault in every three bytes at the same offset or displacement inside the three images of an agent.

4. Case Study

In order to better illustrate our approach in this section we present a survey on the topic “Fault Tolerance in Mobile Computing in Multi Agent Environment” as a running case study throughout the paper. The ability of a single agent is limited, so it is desirable for an individual agent to communicate and co-operate with other agents to perform complex tasks that are beyond its own capability. Fault tolerance is fundamental to further development of mobile
agent based applications. Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to perform its function correctly even in the presence of internal faults. Based on duration, fault can be classified as transient or permanent. A transient fault is not reproducible because it will eventually disappear, whereas a permanent one will remain unless it is removed by some external agency. A particularly problematic type of transient fault is the intermittent fault that recurs, often unpredictably. General fault tolerance procedure includes error detection and error recovery. Error detection is the process of identifying that the system is in an invalid state. We simulate the behaviour of an E-commerce in terms of fault tolerance for a multi agent environment.
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